
WT600
The High-Tech Champion.

First-class technical 
specifications.
A glance at the WT600’s specs

shows that it is the frontrunner

in all important areas. Our 

virtuoso with mirrors will 

fascinate you.

The first and only 
projector with integrated
mirrors.
The WT600’s completely new

optical system lets it achieve

the world’s shortest throwing

distances. While other projec-

tors have a projection lens, 

the WT600 uses an ultra-short

focal system featuring aspheric

mirrors. These project images

on the screen and simultane-

ously correct any distortion via

their curvature.

As close as possible – 
as large as possible.
As the current world champion

for short distances, the WT600

distinguishes itself with numer-

ous additional features. A whole

spectrum of users can profit

from its performance.

Light sorcerer of the 
brilliant kind.
With a light output of 2,500

Lumens, the WT600 has the

technical prerequisites to guar-

antee brilliant images. Even in

its energy-saving Eco Mode, it

shines with 1,500 Lumens.

Top native resolution 
and superlative contrast.
In addition to the WT600’s

ultra-short focal system, the

heart of its recently developed

optics is a DLP™ chip of the 

latest generation with path-

breaking Double-Data-Rate

technology (DDR) for absolute-

ly sharp images. The chip’s 

miniature mirrors react much

faster than those on a conven-

tional DLP™ chip – and the re-

sult is better-than-ever image

quality. The WT600’s first-class

XGA resolution of 1,024 x 768

and top contrast of 3000:1 

create images with brilliance

and depth of field which fas-

cinate viewers.

WT600: The High-Tech Champion.
With phenomenal technical features.

The WT600: Projection virtuoso.
Its numerous innovations make it the supreme master.
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Technical Specifications WT600

Display Technology: 1 x 1.78cm (0.69’’) DMD ± 12° Chip
(DDR) - DLP™ Technology 

Optical System: Ultra-short focal system with 
aspheric mirrors

Native Resolution: 1,024 x 768 (XGA)
Lamp: 220W DC NSH lamp
Image Diagonal: 1.02 – 2.54m
Brightness: 2,500 Lumens
- Eco Mode 1,500 Lumens
Contrast: 3,000:1
Frequency:
- horizontal 15 – 100kHz (RGB: 24 – 100kHz)
- vertical 50 –120Hz
Speakers: 2 x 1W (stereo)
Video: NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL, PAL-M, 

PAL-N, PAL 60, SECAM
Connections
RGB Input: 2 inputs: Mini D-SUB 15-pin and 

1 Digital Input; DVI-I component 
signal (YPbPr) and SCART-RGB via
RGB analog

Video Input: cinch
S-Video Input: DIN 4-pin (Hoseiden Connection)
Audio Input RGB: 2 x 3.5mm stereo mini-jack 
Audio-Input Video/ 
S-Video: 2 x cinch (l/r)
Audio Output: 3.5mm stereo mini-jack

(for RGB/Video/S-Video)
PC Control:
- Input/Output DIN 8-pin – USB type B
- USB 2 inputs, type A + B

- PC Card-Slot PCMCIA Typ 2
Power Supply: 100 – 120V/200 – 240V AC, 

50 – 60Hz
Power Consumption: 290W max. – 0.6W in 

standby mode
Operating Noise:
- Eco Mode 32dB
Dimensions: 390 x 313 x 313mm (in operation) 
(W x H x D) 390 x 227 x 296mm (when shut)
Weight: 5.9 kg
Accessories: Remote control with laser pointer 

and mouse, Mini D-SUB signal cable,
power cord, handbook, CD-ROM

Optional Accessories: Replacement lamp, WLAN card, 
cover holder, SCART-RGB adapter, 
YUV cable

Technological 
Innovation: World’s first ultra-short optical 

focal system with aspheric mirrors, 
Digital 3D Reform™, Digital Key-
stone Correction, sRGB, WLAN 
functionality, Picture Viewer, PC
Card-Slot for presentations with-
out PC, remote control with laser
pointer and mouse, USB connection 
with mouse, control via RS232 with
software, help function, Plug & Play

Horizontal, vertical and 
diagonal image correction.
To ensure that the WT600’s

images are ideally balanced,

the projector also uses Digital

3D Reform™ technology to 

correct distortion in all dimen-

sions – horizontal, vertical or

diagonal.

Almost inaudible 
operating noise.
The WT600 is a master of the

pianissimo –  at 32dB in Eco

Mode, you’ll hardly hear it.

Network-enabled 
and ready for wireless 
presentations.
Flexibility is everything. NEC’s

WT600 can be integrated into

any local computer network

with the greatest of ease and 

is WLAN-capable as well. Its

network functionality lets you

transmit content from several

Notebooks or PCs – even in 

rapid alternation. You can also

send data from one source to

several projectors at once.

Additional technical 
features.

The WT600 has enormous

flexibility when it comes 

to connections, e.g. RGB, 

S-Video and audio input. 

And it gives you three types

of security: against inad-

vertent setting changes or 

malicious manipulation 

by unauthorized persons.

It also has a slot for PC 

cards and a picture viewer

for presentations without 

a PC. 

Plug & Play with automatic

projector settings for the 

selected input.

Last but not least, attractive

design. 

NEC Deutschland GmbH
Reichenbachstraße 1
D-85737 Ismaning

Tel.: ++49 (0) 89/96 27 40
Fax: ++49 (0) 89/9 62 74-5 00
www.necd.de

Are you looking for a space-saving projec-
tor which enables completely new appli-
cations? As the world’s record-holder for
projection at short distances, the WT600
will soon be your constant companion.
Your dealer will be happy to show you all
functionalities of this unparalleled new
projector.

Brilliant inventiveness:
the WT 600’s focal system consists
of four aspheric mirrors in varying
sizes and inclinations.
These mirrors reflect the image 
generated in the DLP™ chip among
themselves and then project it in
large format on the screen.
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The WT600: Radically new.
The only device of its kind which can project 
from a minimum of 6 cm and up.

A revolution in a box.
What everyone has been 

waiting for. NEC now presents

an absolute innovation – the

WT600. This newly developed

projector can do something

that no other projector in the

world can: it projects images 

at a shorter distance than any

other projector available.

Maximum images – 
minimal distance.
If the WT600 is only 6cm from

the screen, it projects a bril-

liant 40" image. At a distance

of 65cm, it can present an

image in the incredible format

of 100"!

Sensational: The new 
revolution in projection.
The WT600 holds the world 

record for short-distance pro-

jection due to its completely

new optical system. Its inner

workings contain aspheric 

mirrors which project images 

in the maximum possible size.

Open the mirror cover – see

your image! You’re ready in 

an instant. The WT600’s mirror

system is ready to go, fascina-

ting viewers with perfect im-

ages right from the start. And

it’s especially effective where

there’s hardly any space. Or

where placing the projector

very close to the screen enables

revolutionary advantages. This

makes the WT600 your ideal

partner for getting into com-

pletely new areas.

Huge images in the 
smallest possible space.
The path-breaking new vistas

opened by the WT600 now 

revolutionize presentations in

modern companies. Think tiny

conference rooms, cubicles at

exhibition hall stands or your

company’s reception desk.

Completely new dimensions
in presenting.
Your benefits from the WT600’s

trailblazing new mounting pos-

sibilities are tangible. Put it on a

mobile media wagon, for exam-

ple, together with the integra-

ted projection screen for a 

freestanding presentation unit.

Thanks to wired and wireless

LAN functionality, you have

your choice of integrating it in-

to your network with or without

cables. The integrated picture-

viewer lets you present anytime

without a PC.

Your assistant for 
employee training.
Companies specializing in con-

tinuing education and training

can profit immensely by placing

the WT600 under the instruc-

tor’s lectern, for example. The

WT600 is invisible to students

and doesn’t restrict their view

of content displayed by the in-

structor. You also benefit from

the fact that there are no longer

any tangled cables.

Qualifies for your 
“command center.”
The WT600’s intelligent func-

tionality makes it a perfect

partner for technical inspec-

tions. It supports you as a 

reliable, visual control monitor

even in the tiniest of control

rooms. The use of rear projec-

tors reduces the space needed

to an absulute minimum.

Light genius and 
shooting star.
Roll it! The star of your next

home cinema evening is here.

The WT600 has all the qualities

you require for showing films

night after night in your living

room. Its DLPTM engine produces

thrilling images in true-to-life

colors and will make your next

film-evening a real event. Your

new “roommate” fits over your

high-end stereo system in any

stereo cabinet. Soon, you won’t

remember ever being without

this high-performance movie-

master.

Sociable and entertaining.
Whether in bars, restaurants 

or cafes, the WT600 loves to 

be at the center of attention. 

It easily fits behind the bar or

in a niche.
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The flexible jack-of-
all-trades for shops or 
display windows.
Boutique or travel agency. Bank

or real-estate agency. Gas sta-

tion or automobile dealership.

The WT600 opens breathtaking

new dimensions everywhere. 

Interior designers and shop 

architects are especially enthu-

siastic about this new visual

sorcerer that enables an un-

believable breadth of creative

solutions.

Performs even in the 
closest conditions.
At the POS or POI. In the display

window or on a shop wall. Over

the counter or at the reception

desk of a hotel foyer. Images

can now be projected in places

never before possible due to

lack of space. 

Clear benefits.
Not only does the WT600 save

space and eliminate those irri-

tating tangled wires. By placing

it directly in front of the projec-

tion screen, you’ll no longer ha-

ve any disturbances from peo-

ple passing between the projec-

tor and the screen.

Highly adaptable.
Install the WT600 sideways in 

a narrow shop window. Hide 

it in the hall behind the shop

counter – or behind permanent

decoration. Mount it on the 

ceiling or at the top of a side

wall – the WT600 gets your

message across to customers

anytime, anywhere. There are

no limits to your imagination,

or how the WT600 can support

your fantasies. And its whisper-

quiet operating sound will nei-

ther disturb conversations with

customers nor business or shop

operations.

The WT600: Master salesman.
Opens spectacular new possibilities.

The WT600: Presentation genius.
Its intelligent flexibility is overwhelming.

The WT600: Star of your next production.
With its versatility, it’s the consummate 
entertainer.
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